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Statement of Disclaimer
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment
of the course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any use
of information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include catastrophic
failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State
University at San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the
project.
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Abstract
Quality Life Plus is working with Team River Runner to develop an assistive guidance system
for veterans who want to remain active by kayaking, after sustaining an injury that impairs
vision. This system allows these veterans to complete a slalom speed race independent of a
personal guide in the water. The system incorporates 3 stations that each contain a speaker
connected to a microcontroller system covered by a Pelican Case on a custom made buoy.
During the slalom race, a kayaker will travel from shore towards buoy #1 as it omits sound from
the speaker. As the kayaker moves around the first buoy, the proximity sensor will tell the
microcontroller to turn off the music at buoy #1 and turn on music at buoy #2, providing auditory
guidance for the visually impaired participant. This process continues for subsequent buoys until
the kayaker has passed the last buoy and no more music is played, indicating the end of the race.
The system provides an outlet for visually impaired people to remain active while establishing
camaraderie among kayakers.

Executive Summary
Quality of Life Plus plans to improve on this project through a second design iteration in the Cal
Poly Interdisciplinary Senior Design Class. The second generation of this project will lead to a
complete product that will be offered to the public in two separate formats. The first being an
open source manufacturing manual on how a person or group could build this system by
themselves. The second option would be to purchase a complete system built by students at Cal
Poly that would be shipped to the customer for their own use.
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Chapter1: Introduction
Sponsor Background and Needs

A growing population of visually impaired veterans is returning from military duty who would
like to remain active despite disabilities as a result of service. Team River Runner was
established as an organization to provide physical activity and camaraderie specifically for these
servicemen. Team River Runner has recently focused on offering a means for the visually
impaired to remain active by kayaking. Our team’s objective is to create a more efficient and
effective guidance system for the visually impaired to navigate a river slalom course.
The current system used by Team River Runner utilizes music as a guide to the visually impaired
kayakers. There are multiple buoys in the water located about 20-30 yards apart from one
another with a single “spotter”, who is not visually impaired, positioned at each buoy. Each
spotter has a shower radio and turns on the radio until the kayaker passes them. Then, the spotter
at that station will turn off the music and the next spotter will turn on their music. The problems
with this current system are that there are 4-5 “spotters” that just sit and turn on and off shower
radios. This project plans to streamline the process by eliminating the “spotters” and create a
system that will minimize the interaction between the kayaker and the device.
The system will actively respond to a kayaker’s location, using a non-visual communication
device, with the intent of leading the participant to the next waypoint. The basic structure of the
standard hard shell kayak will not be altered and the system will be completely water resistant.
The product will be designed for ease of mobility and shipping so that it can be shared across the
different chapters of Team River Runner. Improving the quality of life for men and women who
have served in the armed forces is of utmost importance.
This project will be sponsored by the Quality of Life Plus (QL+), a not-for-profit organization,
whose mission is to use innovation to improve the quality of life of those injured in the line of
duty. This product is being developed in conjunction with our first iteration customer, Team
River Runner. This organization has many chapters across America with the intent of improving
the quality of life for visually impaired veterans. Team River Runner is an organization run by
Joe Mornini who will be our contact for the customer requirements of this project.
Formal Problem Statement

The goal of this project is to create an audio system to guide visually impaired kayakers through
a slalom course. The course will contain 3 buoys or checkpoints that the kayaker will navigate
around. This system will be hands free to the kayakers and will require a maximum of two
individuals working the system.
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Objective

In order to create a guidance system, we identified the problem and created a simple
microcontroller system that will allow for the visually impaired kayakers to paddle through water
slalom course. This sound system uses an ultrasonic sensor that will detect the kayaker and send
a signal to the next buoy and turn off the sound at the current buoy.
Specification Development

After communicating with the head of Team River Runner, Joe Mornini, customer requirements
were devised and listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waterproof
Loud
Uni directional sound
Continuous sound
Multiple devices that can be connected to buoys or beach balls
Course is about 75 seconds
Device max size should be a small beach ball
Able to package, mail and send to other chapters

From this list, a set of engineering requirements for this project was developed. By creating this
list of requirements, there is a quantifiable specification process that ensures the system fulfills
the needs of the customer.
The system will need to work in an environment that is surrounded by water. Therefore, the
device will be water resistant.
The cost of the device should be no more than $1,500. The cost required was formulated because
the budget for this project is $5,000. After testing and improving the project design, the final
project should cost be approximately 1/3 of the overall budget.
The device should not interfere with the physical motions associated with kayaking. The point of
a slalom course is to judge how fast the user navigates through the course. The current method
does not interfere with the performance of the veteran, and therefore the new device should not
either.
The typical course design has a distance between each buoy of about 20-30 yards and so the
device built is required to exhibit sound that the user can hear at a max of 100 yards.
The device should work for a minimum of 3 hours in order for at least 20 kayakers to complete
the course at least one time before needing to change the power source of the device.
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An engineering requirement that needs clarification is the volume level of the sound at each
checkpoint. The sound needs to be heard from a max of 100 yards away, the distance between
each checkpoint. Therefore the maximum volume that will be emitted from the system is 95 dB.
This was determined by looking online at the OSHA website which states that sound around 9095 dB can cause hearing problems.
Engineering Requirements:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Cannot inhibit user performance
Water resistant and weather resistant
o Flat water
Low cost
Size available on kayak
o Less than 15 lbs
o No larger than 24” X 24” X 6”
Device should be shippable
Temperature
o No hotter than 180 oF
Wireless
o Range of sound to kayaker should be no more than 100 yards
Proximity feedback as they pass a buoy
o No greater than 1 seconds
o Kayaker detection within at least 10 feet
Power of the device
o Device should be able to work for at 3 hours on single power source
Auditory decibel level
o Frequency range should be no more than 95 dB
o Omni directional sound
o Continuous sound

In order to ensure that these requirements are met in the project, the list of specifications in Table
I below describes the requirement and how it will be tested or validated.
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Table I: List of Specifications

Specification Parameter
Description
1
Water Resistant

Requirement or
Tolerances Risk Compliance
Target (units)
With the exception Max
H
T, A
for the hole for the
sensor, the device
should be able to
withstand splashing
for 5 minutes under
pressurized
spraying.
2
Cost
~$1,500
Max
L
I, A
3
Weight
15 lbs per buoy
Max
M
I, A
4
Size
24” X 24” X 6”
Max
M
I, A
5
Range
100 yards
Min
M
I, T
6
Feedback (Delay)
1 seconds
Max
M
A, T
7
Power of device
3 hours
Min
L
A, T
8
Sound volumes
95 dB
Max
M
T,I
9
Omni directional
Heard in 60 degree Max
L
T, A
sound
cone from source
10
Temperature
180 oF
Max
M
T, A
11
Range of Detection
10 feet
Min
L
T, A
The compliance method uses 4 forms to define how these requirements are met. They are Ttesting, A-analysis, I-inspection and S-similarity to previous device.
Management Plan

The exact responsibilities of each team member have been quite fluid and subject to change.
William Gardner has taken the lead with regards to most mechanical concepts and solid
modeling. He developed the conceptual solid model and plans to remain the person in charge of
modeling once final parts have been selected and sized. He has also been the main point of
contact between the group, sponsor and client as well as keeping each team member informed of
all the correspondence. Ryan Phife has assumed the role of lead with regards to
programming/Arduino software and research. His background with electronics and
programming allow him to confidently assume this role. Sensor selection and integration into
the Arduino interface have been delegated to his responsibilities. Ryan Phife is also a campus
contact for local resources (ie. The Cal Poly Kinesiology Department). Amy Johnson has
compiled the majority of the research with respect to the projected cost of the project. She has
also spent the most time understanding and analyzing the client’s specifications. Due to the
uniqueness of the client’s requests, the transformation of client requests to engineering
specifications has proven to be a difficult task, spearheaded by Amy. Ryan Kirtland has created
a group text messaging system that is compliant with all group members’ mobile devices and
researched previous technology of visually impaired adaptive devices. Furthermore, the group
11
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has participated in brainstorming activities, team building exercises and established a social as
well as a professional relationship. Roles have been and will continue to be reevaluated bimonthly so that each member’s skill set and schedule are optimized.
The team has established a contract in order to hold each member accountable for their roles and
responsibilities. A commitment has been made to attend lecture and both lab periods each week.
The team expects to continue consistently meeting outside of the classroom to work at least three
additional hours. This brings the average work time per week to ten hours which leads to a total
of 300 hours per group member per year, or a grand total of 1,200 man hours.
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Chapter 2: Background
Research indicates that 75% of all traumatic brain injury causes some sort of visual impairment
and is the second most common injury for armed forces personnel. Visual impairment
specifically is the fourth most common injury for veterans returning from war. Because of these
statistics, there are a growing number of returning veterans who want to get involved in
programs like Team River Runner.
Existing Products

Currently there are no automated waterproof sound systems for visually impaired kayaking
races, but there are similar products that use auditory guidance to assist the visually impaired.
One product uses Radio Frequency Identification Device (RFID) tags that wirelessly
communicate with a computer-aided navigation system to assist the visually impaired. RFID
systems have two parts; a tag and reader. The tag is made up of a microchip and an antenna. The
reader interacts with the tag in order to create digital data by sending out electromagnetic waves.
The RFID passive tag draws power from field created by the reader and uses it to power the
microchip's circuits. Figure 2 below shows a sketch of how this device would work. These RFID
tags are located in the subject’s cane, on their bracelets, or on their shoes. The tags that the
person is wearing would communicate with other tags along the path. The modules on the ankle
and cane read the tags on the ground and pass the information to the communication module
which calculates the direction of travel, speed and path of the user. The communication module
then provides feedback and audible direction to the person via an earpiece they are wearing.

Figure 2: System of RFID to Communication Console5

The main goal of this project is to create a streamlined system that can lead the kayakers through
the course with minimal human assistance. The system in Figure 2 potentially fulfilled the
requirements for our system, making this a good reference. Continual research of ways to solve
this goal led to using a small microcontroller called an “Arduino”. Instead of using RFID tags
the system will use an Arduino board which is a relatively small open-source single-board
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microcontroller designed to make the process of using electronics easier for people with minimal
circuit and programming background.
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Chapter 3: Design Development
Conceptual Design

The first step in design development was brainstorming ideas for the project. Each individual
spent 10 minutes to create an initial list of ideas without any other group member input. Then,
the group discussed the ideas as a team and expanded on certain aspects of each concept. The list
was then organized into a morphological chart. After an exhaustive amount of brainstorming
ideas, the group then started conceptualizing the ideas generated through prototyping.
The initial prototyping tested the ideas, generated in brainstorming, to facilitate more designs and
to learn a bit more about the need of the client. The first idea that was tested had one group
member follow a course using different sound stations that were turned on and off from
‘spotters’, similar to that of the current method, Figure 3. From knowing the current method
other ideas were tried such as leading someone using string and guiding someone with bumpers.
Both of these ideas caused the user to feel herded from one place to the next and did not give
them a sense of independence while using the device. The group also tried different ways of
communication with the kayaker by directing them over a phone and from a distance. These
methods both lagged a quick response time from the person communicating directions to the
visually impaired user. The last idea that was tested had one sound source that the user followed
and it would stay at a constant length from the user, Figure 4. After testing this device the group
determined that it did not give the user an idea of progression through the course.

Figure 3: Visually impaired moving towards stationary buoy
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Figure 4: Visually impaired moving with sound station at a constant distance

Overall, the group learned that negative feedback was not successful in communicating
information to the user. The overall goal of this course is for the visually impaired veterans to
have fun and exercise. Many of the ideas that were tested limited the users so they were not as
excited and did not enjoy the experience. The most important thing learned was that the current
system where the user traveled from one buoy that had sound to the next was the easiest and
most efficient course.
The group also worked to develop a way to house and hold the system on the water. The unit that
the device would be placed on needed to be cheap and waterproof. The buoy should have
minimum twisting to ensure that the user could move towards the sound with ease. The surface
area of the buoy needed to be large enough to house the device but not too large that material for
the system was wasted. The buoy was also required to not tip and have a flat surface.
The buoys constructed during prototyping were made of stacking 1.5 inch foam pads and
covering in painter’s tarp. Figure 5 was 24” X 24” X 4.5” in and had one D-ring on the bottom
side that attached the buoy to a weight. Figure 6 was 12” X 12” X 6” and had 3 D-rings placed
on the bottom to attach to 3 different weights.
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Figure 5: 2ft by 2ft by 4.5 in Buoy with one D-ring

Figure 6: 1ft by 1ft by 6in Buoy with 3 D-rings

These buoys were tested at a local lake. After testing our prototypes it was determined that the
buoy needed to be larger than 12” X 12” and thicker than 4.5”. The smaller (12” X 12”) buoy did
not have a large enough surface area to house all of the components on top of the buoy. The
thickness needed to larger than 4.5” to prevent the buoy from tipping over easily. In order to
prevent twisting the buoy should have at least 3 D-rings attached to three weights. At the local
lake, conceptual testing showed that the length of the ropes that would be used may change due
to different depths of water at different sites.
Concept Selection

After finishing the initial prototyping, the group then created a decision matrix to analyze the
ideas generated that focused on our specific technical features. The criteria that were developed
for our decision matrix is listed below:
1. Waterproof
2. Portable
3. Loud
17
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4. Cost
5. Eliminates individuals at waypoints
6. Minimal user effort
7. Doesn’t inhibit user performance
8. Automatic Progression
9. Fun / Minimal negative feedback
10. Effectiveness of feedback with user
11. Aesthetically pleasing
12. Allows for time trials / competition
13. Power consumption
These criteria were generated from the list of requirements given to us by the customer and the
engineering requirements. The group also determined which ideas that were generated from
brainstorming and prototyping should be rated in the decision matrix. Table II shows the final
decision matrix:
Table II: Final Decision Matrix

Concepts
Criteria
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
∑+
∑∑S

Note:

Current
Method
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
0
0
13

Music at Buoy’s
RFID
Motion
tags
Sensors
S
+
+
+
+
S
+
+
S
+
+
8
2
3

+
+
+
+
S
+
+
+
+
+
9
3
1

Negative Feedback
Rope
Bumper
Tether
System
S
S
+
+
S
+
3
7
3

S
+
S
S
+
+
3
7
3

Vibration

Other
Communication
from Shore

RC Boat

S
S
+
+
S
+
S
S
3
5
5

+
S
S
+
+
+
+
S
S
5
4
4

S
+
S
+
S
+
+
S
+
S
5
3
5

S = previous system and new system had similar requirement
- = current system was more effective than new system
+ = new system was more effective than current system

The third highest placed concept after completing the decision matrix was the remote controlled
boat, which can be seen below in Figure 7. In this concept, the kayaker would be guided through
18
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the course by sound being emitted from a constantly moving source. A remote controlled boat,
which would be guided by someone on shore, would travel the slalom course a constant distance
in front of the kayaker. This boat would have waterproof speakers playing music and guiding
the kayaker.

Figure 7: Sketch for remote controlled boat

The second highest rated concept after completing the decision matrix included a stationary buoy
that was triggered on and off by RFID tags, seen below in Figure 8. This concept would be
similar to what Team River Runner is currently using. However, there would be no need for a
“spotter” at each buoy and the process would be much more streamlined. The kayaker would be
wearing an RFID tag and each buoy would be composed of a speaker and an integrator. The
integrator would send radio transmissions to the tag so that when the kayaker was in range (10 ft)
the tag would send an answer back to the integrator. The integrator turns off the speaker at the
current buoy and turns on the speaker at the next buoy for the kayaker to travel to. This concept
would require low frequency RFID tags because these tags are unaffected by water. After
consulting with Tali Freed, an expert on RFID tags at Cal Poly, this concept was discarded. She
19
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explained that the tags would not effectively work with the integrator in the desired environment.
Another limitation to this idea was the user would wear the RFID tags and this could inhibit the
user’s performance.

Figure 8: Sketch for automated stationary sound buoys

The highest rated concept based off the decision matrix was using the motion sensors. This
concept would be similar to the one with the RFID tags with a couple other added
components. There would still be multiple buoys mounted with speakers but instead of an RFID
system there would be a motion sensor. Since the buoy would be weighed down, there would be
minimal twisting which would allow for the sensor to be pointed in the required direction. Each
buoy would also be composed of an electronic system hooked to a speaker that would provide
the sound needed for the kayaker to guide through the course.
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Preliminary Analysis

Some analysis that occurred before the final design was selected included: the power
consumption of the device and the weight that the buoy would hold. In order to see how much
power the microcontroller would use, the specifications of each individual part were
investigated. Combined power consumption was then calculated and can be seen in Appendix E.
The buoy weight was calculated by individually measuring the main components of the parts that
were on top of the buoy. This included the speaker, batteries inside the speaker and the Pelican
box. These results are also shown in Appendix E.
Proof of Concept

After using the decision matrix and identifying the best design, research went into how this
design could be executed. Professor Laiho had recommended using an Arduino board. The
Arduino is a relatively small open-source single-board microcontroller designed to make the
process of using electronics easier for people with minimal circuit and programming
background. The Arduino can connect to any operating system (Windows, Mac OS X or Linux)
and can have a program stored onto the board to be accessed through the input/output pins.
These small microcontrollers can connect with a wide variety of additional components. After
deciding that an Arduino based microcontroller system was the best option, additional research
went into discovering specific components that could be used to complete the requirements of
the system. The system involves communicating with other buoy systems, detecting a kayaker
and emitting music from a sound source. Communication between each buoy can be achieved by
the addition of an XBee which is a chip antenna that allows for wireless communication between
Arduinos. The XBee is connected to the Arduino through an XBee Shield. The communication
between the microcontroller and the user is done through a sensor. Some of the sensors that were
researched to be used were an Ultrasonic Range Finder, a PIR sensor and an Infrared Proximity
Sensor. The buoy also needs connection to a sound source or speaker and this can be done
through a MP3 Player Shield.
Once these parts were identified, different sensors were tested to determine the best working
components. The programming for the sensors was found from open source code online. The
first sensor that was tested was the PIR sensor. In this test, the PIR sensor was attached to the
Arduino board with a LED and the computer. During this test, the sensor should turn the light on
when passive infrared light was transmitted to the sensor. However, this was not the case and the
sensor would detect motion at random times and the LED would not turn on and off correctly.
The next sensor that was tested was the Infrared Proximity Sensor. This sensor was connected
and during the process the group realized that the sensor’s range was 0 to 2.62ft. This was
determined to be too small of a range for the system.
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The last sensor that was tested was the Ultrasonic Range Finder. This sensor required four wires
soldered to the device. After the soldering, connections to the Arduino board and programming
were completed and the sensor was connected to the Arduino, see Figure 9. A simple program
was found online that took the feedback the sensor received from the environment and would
output inch values. Some of the coding for the sensor can be seen in Figure 10. Also in Figure 10
is the data output from the sensor showing the inch reading received from the environment. This
sensor accurately detected motion and therefore is the sensor that will be used to tract and locate
the kayaker as they move along the course.

Figure 9: Testing of Ultrasonic Range Finder
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Figure 10: Software Testing of Ultrasonic Range Finder
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Chapter 4: Description of Final Design
Overall Description

Figure 11: Final Buoy Design

As mentioned in the design development, a slalom course will be set up for the visually impaired
kayakers to navigate. There will be three buoys for the participants to weave in and out of from
start to finish in one run through the course. Sound, in the form of music, has been and will
continue to be used to guide the kayakers through the course. Previously, there has been a
volunteer at each buoy that was manually turning a shower radio on and off. The focus of this
design is to eliminate the need for volunteers in the water manually turning these radios on and
off and to fully automate the process. The custom made buoys will allow this slalom course to be
navigated without the manpower in the water. First, the system will be initiated, and music will
begin playing at the first buoy. The kayaker will paddle towards this first checkpoint until he or
she is 10 feet from the buoy. At this time, the Ultrasonic Range Finder will sense their presence
in the water and trigger a signal to the microcontroller that will turn off the music at that buoy
and turn on music at the next buoy. The kayaker can recognize that the source of sound has
changed and hence change his or her direction to navigate to the next checkpoint. This process
will continue 2 more times until the participant has traversed the entire course. The
microcontroller will consist of an Arduino board (allowing for system control), an MP3 Player
Shield (allowing for music files via a microSD card to be read and played through a speaker), an
XBee radio and supporting shield (allowing for communication between buoy systems), an
Ultrasonic Range Finder (proximity recognition), and a water resistant speaker.
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Detailed Design Description

Figure 12: Floating Platform/Buoy3

A model of a single buoy can be seen above in Figure 12. Each buoy will be composed of four
1.5” foam sheaths, making the dimensions 24” x 24 x 6” which then will be wrapped in
polyurethane tarp and waterproofed with Flex Seal. The speaker will sit in the middle of the
buoy to prevent tipping as it is easily the largest component.

Figure 13: Pelican™ 1120 Case7

A Pelican 1120 Case will be mounted on the buoy behind the speaker to house the electrical
components of this system. The Pelican Case (Figure 13) has exterior dimensions 8.12" x 6.56"
x 3.56" and will be hinged at the top allowing for the parts and battery inside to be easily
replaced or repaired. There will also be a ½” hole on the side of the box for the Ultrasonic
25
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Range Finder which will be discussed later. The box and speakers will be attached to the buoy
with Velcro.

Figure 14: Microcontroller Expanded View

The components inside the polycarbonate box can be seen above in Figure 14. The component
on the bottom is the Arduino Uno. The Arduino is a microcontroller that allows communication,
power and transfer between key components. The code that will be talked about later can be
uploaded to the Arduino via its USB port. The middle components are an XBee and an XBee
Shield. The Shield allows for the XBee to be directly connected to the Arduino board using 6
and 8 stackable headers. These headers are not attached currently and need to be soldered in.
The XBee allows for the necessary communication between the microcontrollers on each buoy
via a personal area network. Each buoy will be about 20-30 yards from one another which is
within the XBee’s maximum range of 1 mile. The top component in the Figure above is the
MP3 Player Shield. The MP3 Player Shield has an onboard micro SD card reader which allows
for specific music to be preset and also contains an audio output to connect straight to the
speakers. This board accepts the signal from the Arduino and will turn on or off the audio
output.
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Figure 15: Arduino Board9

The Arduino is intended to hold the software that will dictate when and how the guidance system
will operate. Communication between buoys, directions of what song to play and when, and
then sensing software will all be driven off of this board. The Arduino connects to a computer
via USB where an operating code can be uploaded and a simple switch on the microcontroller
will turn the system on. A customized code will be written that incorporates sensing distance of
the kayaker and uses this information to drive the rest of the system. Once the kayaker comes
within a certain programmed distance, the code trips in an “if” loop and sends a signal to the
XBee to turn the next device on and the current device off (music and sensing capabilities). The
benefits of using the microcontroller include no interference with the kayaker, quickly respond to
their position, and seamless movement through the slalom.

Figure 16: The MP3 Player Shield9

The MP3 player shield that can be seen in Figure 16 is a key add-on component to the Arduino
that allows for the output of sound. The MP3 player shield has a slot for an SD card that will
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contain the audio files which will be output through the audio port. This add-on will connect via
a breadboard to the Arduino that will tell the shield when to output an audio signal.

Figure 17: XBee Pro Radio9

Figure 17 shows an XBee Pro that is another add-on to the Arduino which will allow the
Arduinos at the different buoys to communicate with one another. The XBee is intended to relay
a signal from one buoy to the next once the kayaker has come within proximity. It also needs to
simultaneously tell the next buoy to start playing music. The range of this device is up to 1 milet
which fits with requirement of checkpoints being approximately 60 feet away.

Figure 18: Ultrasonic Range Finder9

This Ultrasonic Ranger Finder sends out sound waves that bounce of the target which is then to
be received again the sensor. Based off of the time it takes to send and receive the signal, it can
calculate the distance that the target is away from the buoy. The Ultrasonic Range Finder has a
beam width of 60 degrees and a range of 21.25 feet, more than enough as the goal is to have the
kayaker within 10 feet from the buoy. Prototyping has revealed that this sensor is not affected by
music being played nearby and at elevated decibel levels.
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Figure 19: D-Cell and 9V Batteries2,6

Power will be a crucial aspect for this system. Each buoy will have to function completely
independent of any outside connections. This will require a power source on each buoy.
Preliminary research suggests that the Arduino/microcontroller system and speakers will require
separate power sources. From research and prototyping it has been established that the
electronics stack (Arduino, XBee, and MP3 Player Shield) will require a 9V battery for 15 hours
of continuous use. The music will be played through a speaker described below that allows for
30 hours of continuous playback on a set of 6 D batteries, per manufacturer’s specifications.

Figure 20: Water Resistant Speakers11

Waterproof speakers will be producing the sound that will guide the kayakers through the slalom
course. That primary requirement of this element is producing a loud enough volume so that an
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individual 20-30 yard away can clearly hear it in an outdoor flat water environment. These will
be powered by 9V batteries and will be fed through an auxiliary cord that plugs into the MP3
player shield. The Sangean Speaker pictured above in Figure 20 has been selected due to its
durability, sound producing capabilities, and battery life. The size is larger than initially planned
for so further testing is going to be required to ensure buoy stability.
Software

Open source refers to a where the source code is available to the general public for use and/or
modification from its original design. It is usually created as a starting off point where other
programmers can improve and modify it to fit their specific application.
The project started with an open source code of the MP3 Player Shield and altered it slightly
while adding code for the ultrasonic sensor. Most of the code for the MP3 was not needed for
this application as was commented out. The MP3 code originally had a constant loop waiting for
user input and once it was received, it would parse the menu for the correct response. As it was
coded, the user had to input the number ‘1’ in the serial monitor for the first track/song to start
playing.
In this loop, the team added the ultrasonic sensor code. This code then had to be converted to
inches and can be seen below in Figure 21. The sensor will constantly detect and record the
distance.

Figure 21: The distance detected by the Ultrasonic Range Sensor is converted to inches

To eliminate user input, the team added code so that when the kayaker comes within range (in
the Figure 22 below the range was set for 120 inches for testing), the number ‘1’ is sent to the
next buoy in order to start its music as well as the MP3 shield at the current buoy is directed to
stop playing its track.
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Figure 22: If statement to read for any wireless communication, stop music, and send signal to next buoy

The code to start playing a track when the number ‘1’ is sent can be seen in the command
function shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Music starts playing via the MP3 Player Shield

A small change that had to be made was to increase the baud rate of the ultrasonic range sensor
to match that of the MP3 player shield. This allows their different codes to be meshed together.
The baud rate of the XBee also had to match as well.
The XBee’s had to be specifically coded to create the cascading sequence. They were all
programmed with the same Personal Area Network (PAN) ID but each one had different
destination and my addresses. For example, the first buoy would only read from the onshore
starter XBee but would talk only to the second buoy. This allows for a later buoy not being
accidentally turned on too soon. The onshore starter XBee configuration can be seen below in
Figure 24. Its ‘MY’ address is set to 1 and its destination or ‘Dl’ address is set to 2, so it can
only talk to whichever XBee has its ‘MY’ address set to 2.
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Figure 24: XBee Configuration set through X-CTU program.
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Figure 25: Software Flowchart

A simple software flowchart, in Figure 25, has been designed to break down the progression of
our guidance system relating to a programming level. Once the Arduino receives a signal from
the previous buoy through the XBee, the preset music from the MP3 Player Shield will begin
playing. Until the Ultrasonic Range Finder tracks the kayaker to within 10 feet, the music will
not stop. Once the sensor recognizes that the kayaker is within the present threshold, a trip in the
software loop will turn off the music off at the buoy closest to the kayaker and turn on the music
at the next buoy. This process continues until the kayaker has traversed the entire course.
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Safety

Several elements of the system being created need to be evaluated for safety. Stationary buoys
in the water will be subject to collisions by a kayaker and being hit by paddles as visually
impaired individuals’ progress through the course. This could cause physical damage to the
system created. Collision will be addressed by adding a housing encapsulating the sensitive
components, primarily the microcontroller and electrical boards. The housing will also act as a
waterproof barrier to prevent any water damage to the electrical components. Whenever work is
being done with electrical components, it will be advised to ground oneself first and make sure
power supplies are off. This project also assumes that participants have a general knowledge of
kayaking and swimming so concerns with flipping kayaks, ability to swim, and water awareness
will not be taken into consideration.
Maintenance/Repair

The system is being developed to be virtually maintenance free once fully constructed. It is
being designed to be easily shipped to a specific client if they choose not to build it themselves.
With regards to coding, the code will be uploaded onto systems before delivery but also available
online in case that new systems are built for different clients (all pending QL+ IP/NDA
requirements).
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Chapter 5: Testing and Design Verification Plan
Testing
The system will need to be thoroughly tested to establish that it meets the necessary
requirements set. Testing was done in various places in order to ensure the specification
being tested was in the best environment. Testing took place at the Cal Poly swimming pool,
Laguna Lake, Lake Lopez, inside QL Plus lab, and outside on Cal Poly’s Engineering IV
lawn.

The size requirements of the buoy were tested by measuring the buoy after manufacturing of
each individual buoy to ensure that they are the same dimensions as required. The weight of
the buoy was determined by weighing the individual parts on a scale and ensuring that the
total is less than the required weight of 15 lbs.
In order to test the speakers’ water resistance, the speaker was sprayed at by a hose for 2
minutes. Water resistance of the entire system was tested by placing the buoys in the pool
and observing the results in a wet environment for 2 hours.
Although the battery life of the microcontroller system and speakers have been
mathematically verified to last for 15 and 30 hours respectively, both were verified through
testing of the entire system. During all testing the time the devices were powered was
recorded and observed that the total of this time is required to be more than 3 hours.
The stability of the buoys was tested by kayaking around them and noting if the water
movement affected the sensor’s recognition ability. Contact with the buoy needed to be
tested as a kayaker could hit the buoy will a paddle while moving. The speaker and Pelican
box were attached to the buoy with tie downs and Velcro to ensure their safety if contact was
made with the buoy.
The Arduino components were tested for their specific purposes. The MP3 player shield
needed to have code tested to play a specific song stored on the micro SD card, and the
speakers project the music to be clearly heard up to 60 feet away. This test was completed
by inspection of an individual standing in front of the speakers starting at 20 feet away and
increasing in increments of 10 feet until the music can be no longer heard clearly. The angle
of the sound the user could interpret was tested by the individual walking 20 feet away from
the speaker and listening for music as they were at a 60° angle with the speaker.
The XBee Pro’s range was tested ensure it can communicate up to at least 300 feet as
described on its data sheet. The distance between XBee Pros was first tested at 20 feet and
increased periodically until it surpassed the requirement of 60 feet to determine the
maximum distance at which the Arduinos can communicate. The range of the Ultrasonic
Range Finder is determined through coding. This was verified by placing an object in front
of the device and reading the print out on screen and measuring the actual distance with a
ruler. These results should be identical.
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The start of system, sensor detection, relay, delay and reset tests were all tested by setting up
two buoy subsystems at Lake Lopez. First, a signal was sent from the onshore starter to buoy
one and music started (start of system test). A kayaker would paddle towards the music and
would turn off buoy one by passing the sensor (sensor detection test) and after they pass the
sensor buoy two would turn on (relay test). The time the signal took to turn off music from
buoy one to start music at buoy two was also recorded (delay test). Once this sensor was
turned off, the kayaker entered the relay again (restart test).
The final test was ensuring the microcontroller did not overheat. This was done by placing
the turned on system in the encased Pelican box with a thermometer for 30 minutes in the
sun and recording the internal box temperature. The external temperature was also recorded.

Results
Of the fifteen specifications that were tested, thirteen passed while two did not meet the
original requirements as can be seen in Table III. The two that were not met included the
automatic reset from shore once one kayaker was finished and less than a one second delay
between one buoy stopping its music and the next one starting. As it stands now, each
microcontroller has to be reset by hand and the delay is about two seconds.
Table III: Results from Testing

Test
Size
Weight
Cost
Water Resistance
Battery Life
Stability
Directional Sound
Range of Sensor
Range of XBee
Sensor Detection
Relay
Start of System
Reset
Delay
Overheating

Target
2ft^2
<15 lbs
$1,500
Pass/Fail
>3 hrs
Pass/Fail
60° cone
10 ft
>60 ft
Pass/Fail
Pass/Fail
Pass/Fail
Pass/Fail
<1 sec
<180°F
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Result
2ft^2
13.1 lbs
$1,115
Pass
>8 hrs
Pass
Pass
15 ft
<200 ft
Pass
Pass
Pass
Fail
2 sec
110°F
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The initial requirements for size and weight of the buoy were 3 feet cubed and 15 lbs
respectively. This was due to make the system easily shippable. The final buoy came out to
be 24” by 24” by 6” (2 feet cubed) and 13.1 lbs with most of the weight due to the 9 lb
speaker.
When the project began, a budget of $5000 was given and a goal was set to not spend over
$1500 minimizing cost as much as possible. Although only three buoys ended up being
made, the team spent approximately $1300.
After the speaker was sprayed with a hose for 2 minutes, it still worked properly, meeting the
criteria for being water resistant. After the system was in the pool for two hours and
splashed regularly to simulate a wet environment, all the components worked properly as
well.
While talking to Joe Mornini, he informed the team that a usual day of slalom racing is about
three hours long which meant the battery life had to exceed that. Using hand calculations, it
was determined that the batteries should last around 12 hours but testing indicated that they
lasted a little over 8 hours, which still greatly exceeds the target.
During testing of the stability, the buoy, speaker and pelican box were repeatedly hit with the
kayak and the oar without causing damage to any of the components or causing them to
detach from the buoy. During one of the testing days, it was very windy out on the lake,
making the buoy sway up and down over the waves and it still did not trip the sensor.
Directional sound specification was met when the music could be clearly heard from 60 feet
away from the speaker. Another specification was that the music could be heard when the
subject was within a 60o angle of the speaker and was met during testing.
The range of the Ultrasonic Range Finder was tested by connecting this sensor to an Arduino
with open source code. The different distances were shown in the serial monitor of the
Arduino Sketch program. The sensor was able to detect a moving object 15 feet away, which
passes the target of 10 feet.
During the beginning of the testing, only the regular Series 1 XBee was purchased. It was
cited on its website to work up to 300 feet but the team could not get them to communicate,
while inside the pelican box, any more than 15 feet away. This was a main problem as the
buoys are going to be about 60 feet apart during system operation. The team purchased an
XBee Pro which was cited to work up to 1 mile apart. During testing, these new XBee Pros
worked significantly better. They were able to communicate over 300 feet apart from each
other. The maximum distance that the XBee Pro is rated at was not tested as 200 feet greatly
surpasses the target.
The start of system, relay and sensor detection tests all passed during the experiments out on
Lake Lopez and Laguna Lake. The onshore starter was able to pass a signal to the first buoy
to start the music and when the kayaker passed by the buoy, the sensor detected them making
the music stop at the first and start at the second buoy.
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After presenting a conceptual design review, the subject of overheating was brought up as
the microcontroller will generate heat over time. This specification was tested to ensure that
the electronic system could work for extended periods of time in hot, outdoor environments.
The temperature inside the Pelican Case maxed out at 110 oF which is below the maximum
temperature that the Arudino is rated at.
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Chapter 6: Manufacturing and Product Realization
Manufacturing Process Employed

The majority of the materials needed for this project can be purchased off the shelf. The items
that will need to be physically manufactured are the buoy platforms and a hole will need to be
drilled in the side of each of the Pelican Cases.
A Pelican Case (Model 1120) will be purchased, but modifications will be made to allow for the
Ultrasonic sensor and the 3.5 mm audio cable. This case can be seen in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Pelican Case with modifications

An 11/16” drill bit was used to create a hole in the side of the box 1.5” down from the top and
1.5” across from the side edge. This allows the ultrasonic sensor to poke out of the side with
minimal clearance and take readings. The auxiliary cable selected was durable enough to have
the lid latched and protrude between the case and the lid. This set up was tested to ensure proper
functionality after being squeezed between the walls and the lid after 48 hours. Velcro tape was
placed on the bottom of the case to attach it to the buoy.
The buoy will be made with 4 layers of 1.5 inch thick Styrofoam sheath in 24 inch squares.
Sheathing is readily available and can be purchased at almost any hardware store. These sheaths
will be wrapped in polyurethane tarp, cut to size, duct taped, and sealed with Flex Seal®. This
will completely waterproof the buoy. Toothpicks are used between layers to ensure that the
pieces stack evenly before they are wrapped in polyurethane tarp. A buoy before sealing with
dimensions can be seen below in Figure 27 and Figure 28.
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Figure 27: Buoy Construction

Figure 28: Buoy Dimensions
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After the buoy was been built, wrapped, and sealed, it was spray painted for aesthetics. Blue
spray paint will help unify the look of the system. A before and after paint buoy can be seen
below.

Figure 29: Before and After Spray Paint
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Motorcycle style tie downs were used to secure the Sangean U1 Utility Speaker to the top of the
buoy. These will allow for quick and simple disassembly for transportation and set up. The tie
downs also double as a strap to secure rope on the bottom of the buoy to anchor the system.
Cinder blocks can be tied to the other end of the rope to anchor the system and prevent rotation.
The length of the ropes and weight of the blocks can be made to variety of sizes to fit the body of
water in which the buoys will be used. The tie downs on the final buoy system can be seen
below in Figure 30. The tie downs also go over the top of the Pelican Case and do not interfere
with the ultrasonic range finder.

Figure 30: Tie Straps securing speaker to buoy

The Arduino Uno, MP3 Shield, and XBee Shield all required stackable headers to be soldered.
Once soldered, the boards simply fit together and code can be loaded on. The ultrasonic sensor
also had to have lead wires soldered so that it could plug into the XBee shield and send/receive
signals from the Arduino Uno microcontroller.
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Prototype versus Final Design

Initially, the prototype called for a hole that the auxiliary cable would protrude out of the Pelican
Case. After several group discussions and testing, it was determined that the design would
remain more water tight if the lid could be clamped on the cable. This compressed the cable, but
did not alter functionality at all. If a separate hole was drilled, the diameter would have to be
large enough for the end piece of the auxiliary cable and this hole would be more than three
times the actual diameter of the cable. This larger diameter hole would have to be sealed around
the cable and would limit the portability and ease of set up.
D rings were prototyped as the means of securing rope to the bottom of the buoy for the anchors.
This changed with the decision to use motorcycle tie downs to secure the Sangean Utility
Speaker to the buoy as opposed to mushroom tape. With the implementation of tie downs, there
were now straps running along the bottom of the buoys that rope could be directly tied to. This
saved the installation time and extra cost of D rings.
The dimensions of the buoy were also changed to ensure a stable platform for all of the
electronic components and speaker. The prototyped dimensions were 12” X 12” X 4.5”, 18” X
18” X 4.5”, and 18” X 18” X 6”, but the final design was sized at 24” X 24” X 6”.
Future Recommendations

This project was designed to have instructions for the entire system online so that different
chapters of Team River Runner and other programs could easily build their own systems,
download the code, and assist the visually impaired in kayaking. With this in mind, the majority
of the developed system was constructed using off the shelf parts.
The buoy is the only part that cannot be purchased as a whole. Looking forward, it would be
helpful to have a buoy platform that could be purchased off of the shelf. The team researched
this and found that dive buoys could be used. Dive buoys typically consist of an inner tube
(from a car tire) and a nylon covering. This nylon covering would not be able to support the
weight of the current speaker and electronics box without sagging and interfering with the
ultrasonic sensor and its line of sight. The team discussed this issue with the owner of a local
dive shop in San Luis Obispo and it was suggested that a coated piece of plywood be placed in
between the nylon cover and the inner tube. This could create the rigidity needed to support the
system. The main drawback from this idea was the cost, which was around $65, while the
current polystyrene sheathing and tarp buoy only cost about $25. If a rigid dive buoy could be
purchased for a reduced price, it would take away from some manufacturing time and reduce the
amount of work programs would have to put in to develop a system.
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Future Cost Estimation

A complete system design will include three separate buoy systems that were built by this project
group. In Table IV below, a complete cost breakdown has been performed to show that a three
buoy slalom course will cost approximately $1,115 before taxes are applied. The next project
team could possibly expand this slalom course to include more buoys for the kayakers to race
around.
Table IV: Future Cost Estimation of Three Buoy System

Item
Hardware
Arduino
Xbee Pro
Xbee Shield
MP3 Player Shield
Ultrasonic Sensor
Stackable Headers
USB Xbee Explorer
Pelican 1120
Speaker
AUX Cables
Batteries (D cell)
Batteries (9V)
Batteries connectors
Micro SD card
Buoy
Tarp (6' x 8')
Rope (.25" x 50')
Velcro (.75" x 5")
Polystyrene (.5" x 2' x 4')
Flex Seal
Tie Down (6') – 4 Pack
Net Total

Quantity

Price

Total

4
4
4
3
3
28
1
3
3
3
20
4
4
3

$29.95
$37.00
$14.95
$39.95
$25.95
$0.50
$24.95
$25.99
$82.00
$15.00
$2.00
$1.50
$0.50
$8.00

$119.80
$148.00
$59.80
$119.85
$77.85
$14.00
$24.95
$77.97
$246.00
$45.00
$40.00
$6.00
$2.00
$24.00

3
2
1
8
1
2

$5.98
$8.71
$7.47
$4.32
$12.88
$9.97

$17.94
$17.42
$7.47
$34.56
$12.88
$19.94
$1,115.43
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations
Over the past nine months, the group has undergone the complete design, engineering, and
manufacturing to develop a system that will assist visually impaired individuals who want to
kayak.
Joe Mornini, Executive Director and Co-Founder of Team River Runner, was contacted by this
project to develop a specific set of requirements that were necessary for this system. These
initial details and the Team River Runner experiences help guide the initial prototyping. Single
point sound sources were selected to be the basis of the system after extensive prototyping. This
led into a Conceptual Design Review in which several design changes were suggested by fellow
students and faculty advisors. The most significant suggestion from this review was to use an off
the shelf protective housing for the electronic components as opposed to custom manufacturing
an acrylic box. The team then began to explore cases and eventually decided to use a Pelican
Case due to reliability and weather proofing.
A few weeks into the Winter Quarter, a final design review was held again in front of faculty
advisors and students. Rechargeable batteries were suggested and possible solar power for the
system. Research was conducted on solar power and the additional hardware and cost was not
feasible for this application. Rechargeable batteries are still being explored for future use, but the
system runs on standard D-Cell and 9V batteries due to their relatively low cost and availability.
Greenhouse effects and heating due to leaving a box in the sun for an extended period of time
were also an issue that was brought up and previously not considered. During the meeting with
the Quality of Life Plus Team, possible concern of false positives for sensor values was
mentioned. An additional sensor coupled with the current ultrasonic range finder was suggested
as a solution, and might be a good idea for a second iteration of this project. The ideas from
advisors, peers, and the Quality of Life Plus Team are all relevant and helped the team develop a
better solution to the present problem.
There were no major setbacks with regards to procurement and manufacturing. The largest issue
encountered was the range of the XBees was not as the manufacturer implied. A range of 300
feet was specified but after testing outside, the XBees could only communicate up to about 5
feet. A more powerful XBee Pro was procured, installed and resolved the problem. Integration
of the XBee, MP3 Player Shield, and Arduino code proved to also be quite challenging.
In the future, an automatic reset of the Arduino code should be employed. Each buoy in the
current system must be manually reset after a kayaker progresses through the course. The
addition of a second “fail safe” sensor could also be used to prevent false positive reading that
might come from wildlife or excessive chop on the water. The only portion of the system that is
not completely water tight is the ultrasonic sensor. There are similar sensors that are available
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and that are also water proof but are about $120 each. This far exceeds the $25 for the sensors
that are used on the current system. Perhaps a future iteration could find a way to waterproof the
current sensor in such a manner that would not inhibit functionality but would keep costs down.
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Appendices
Appendix A - Final Drawings and Vender Supplied Component Specifications and Data

Sheets
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Appendix B- List of Vendors, Contact Information and Purchased Products Pricing

List of Vendors & Purchased Products
SparkFun Electronics
6175 Longbow Drive
Suite 200
Boulder, CO 80301
Front Desk: 303-284-0979









Arduino Uno R3—DEV-11021
MP3 Player Shield—DEV-10628
Ultrasonic Sensor LV-EZ3—SEN-08501
XBee Pro—WRL-08742
XBee Explorer USB—WRL-08687
XBee Shield—WRL-10854
6 Pin Stackable Headers—PRT-09280
8 Pin Stackable Headers—PRT-09279

Home Depot
1551 Froom Ranch Way
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
Phone Number: 805 - 596 – 0857






Polyurethane Tarp—BF0608
Styrofoam sheaths—310876
Diamond Braid Rope--65245
Deep Blue Spray Paint—249114
Tie Downs—FH8381

Amazon.com, Inc.
1200 12th Ave. South, Ste. 1200
Seattle, WA 98144-2734
Phone Number: 206-266-1000



Sangean U1 Radio Speaker—ASIN: B0000CFYNP
Polycarbonate Box—1120-000-240

Walmart
1168 W Branch St
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
Phone Number: (805) 474-0800


Flex Seal—FSR20
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Appendix C - Detail Supporting Analysis

Power Consumption:
For the speakers:
It was given by the vendor that the 6D batteries will power them for 30 hours.
For the Microcontroller System:
Arduino Uno: Max Current Draw is 50mA with an operating voltage of 5V
50mA * 5V = 250mW
MP3 Player Shield: 60mW
XBee: 60mW
Ultrasonic Range Finder: Current Draw is 2mA with a voltage of 5V
2mA * 5V = 10mW
250mW + 60mW + 60mW + 10mW = 380mW

The mAh for 9V batteries has a wide range (anywhere from 400-1200mAh) based off the type of
battery. For this example an alkaline battery was chosen which has 565mAh.

So then the hours =

= 13.4 hours of battery life which will power the Arduino Uno,

XBee, MP3 Player Shield and the Ultrasonic Range Finder.
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Weight calculations:
Speaker weight:

9 lbs

6 9V batteries: (0.4 lbs)*6 = 2.4 lbs
Pelican box:

1.2 lbs

Microcontroller:

0.5 lbs

Total weight=

13.1 lbs
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Appendix D - Gantt Chart
Table IV: Gantt Chart

Name of Task
Start Project
Contact Sponsor and Client
Team Contract
Individual Research
Project Requirements Document and Complete Problem Definition
Conceptual Design Solution
Research Models
Purchase Materials
Build Prototypes
Test Prototypes
Decision Matrix
Project Plan/Gantt Chart
Conceptual Design Report
Detailed Design Solution
System Model
Manufacturing Planning
Detailed Drawings
Professor/Outside Consultation
Bill of Materials
Cost and Return on Investment Analysis
Critical Design Review
Purchase Test Materials
Testing of Ultrasonic Sensor
Subsystem Design
Purchase remaining parts for two complete systems
Procure materials for two systems
Establish XBee communication
Test Buoy Stability
Write and Verify XBee Code
MP3 Player Shield Code
Testing 1,2,3,9,16 from DVPR
Procurement and Manufacture of hardware for 2 buoy systems
Integrate all software parts
Testing Complete Microcontroller system
Fabrication of Redesigned Systems
Manufacture Complete System
Re-engineering and troubleshooting results
Report Results
Design Expo
Final Written Report

Duration
19 days
5 days
11 days
18 days
5 days
40 days
17 days
1 day
4 days
3 days
6 days
5 days
11 days
99 days
10 days
6 days
6 days
45 days
6 days
5 days
11 days
11 days
3 days
30 days
21 days
10 days
7 days
7 days
10 days
10 days
7 days
14 days
18 days
5 days
6 days
5 days
12 days
6 days
6 days
6 days

Start
9/19/2012
9/19/2012
9/25/2012
9/20/2012
10/9/2012
10/15/2012
10/15/2012
10/25/2012
10/25/2012
10/26/2012
10/30/2012
11/7/2012
11/13/2012
1/7/2013
1/7/2013
1/11/2013
1/18/2013
3/22/2013
1/21/2013
1/28/2013
1/22/2013
2/1/2013
2/4/2013
1/25/2013
2/18/2013
2/25/2013
3/4/2013
3/9/2013
4/2/2013
4/2/2013
4/2/2013
4/12/2013
4/12/2013
4/20/2013
4/29/2013
5/6/2013
5/12/2013
5/24/2013
5/24/2013
5/24/2013

Finish
Hours
10/15/2012
5
9/25/2012
5
10/9/2012
8
10/15/2012
12
10/15/2012
20
12/7/2012
50
11/6/2012
8
10/25/2012
6
10/30/2012
12
10/30/2012
6
11/6/2012
6
11/13/2012
3
11/27/2012
40
5/23/2013
100
1/18/2013
20
1/18/2013
15
1/25/2013
40
5/23/2013
10
1/28/2013
15
2/1/2013
15
2/5/2013
100
2/15/2013
10
2/6/2013
10
3/2/2013
30
3/8/2013
20
3/7/2013
20
3/11/2013
15
3/16/2013
2
4/12/2013
30
4/12/2013
10
4/9/2013
20
4/26/2013
20
5/1/2013
50
4/25/2013
10
5/6/2013
25
5/10/2013
15
5/24/2013
50
5/30/2013
30
5/30/2013
30
5/30/2013
50

Total man hours:
943
Total hours per person:
235.8
Total hours per person per week: 7.858
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Appendix E - Product User Guide for Sponsor

Preliminary Set Up
Set up of buoy is necessary in order to use the system properly in the water.
1. Attach Pelican Velcro to buoy Velcro.
2. Place speaker closest to the center of gravity without placing on top of Pelican box.
3. Attach AUX cable into the AUX jack on the speaker and the audio output on MP3 player
shield.
4. Place ultrasonic sensor is sticking out of the hole in the Pelican box.
5. Attach the speaker to the buoy by using two tie downs and connecting the hooks of the tie
downs to the frame of the speaker.
a. The tie downs should go under the buoy and be tight so the speaker does not
move.
6. Tie rope to bottom side of tie downs on the buoy to an anchor.
7. Plug the battery into the Arduino.
*NOTE: After each battery is plugged into the Arduino, the sensor is active and
will not work if anything passes in front of it within XXX feet.
Running the System
1. Place buoy in desired locations in water.
a. Make sure that the buoy numbering is in the correct order. Otherwise the cascade
for the user will not be correct.
2. An Arduino microcontroller is turned on from shore by plugging in the start Arduino to
the battery.
a. This will initiate the microcontroller at the first buoy which turns the music on at
buoy #1.
3. The music will play until a kayaker passes around the side of that buoy.
4. The kayaker passes and this turns off the music at buoy #1.
5. Music will begin playing at buoy #2.
6. This process continues in a cascading fashion until the kayaker has navigated the full
slalom course.
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Appendix F – Complete Bill of Materials

Item
Hardware
Arduino
Xbee
Xbee Pro
Xbee Shield
MP3 Player Shield
Ultrasonic Sensor
Stackable Headers
USB Xbee Explorer
Pelican 1120
Speaker
AUX Cables
Batteries (D cell)
Batteries (9V)
Batteries connectors
Micro SD card
Buoy
Tarp (6' x 8')
Rope (.25" x 50')
Velcro (.75" x 5")
Polystyrene (.5" x 2' x 4')
Flex Seal
Tie Down (6')
Kayaking rentals
Net Total

# Purchased

Price

Total

4
3
4
4
3
5
25
2
3
3
3
20
4
4
3

$29.95
$22.95
$37.00
$14.95
$39.95
$25.95
$0.50
$24.95
$25.99
$82.00
$15.00
$2.00
$1.50
$0.50
$8.00

$119.80
$68.85
$148.00
$59.80
$119.85
$129.75
$12.50
$49.90
$77.97
$246.00
$45.00
$40.00
$6.00
$2.00
$24.00

3
2
1
8
2
2
3

$5.98
$8.71
$7.47
$4.32
$12.88
$9.97
$10.00

$17.94
$17.42
$7.47
$34.56
$25.76
$19.94
$30.00
$1,302.51
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Appendix G – Complete Microcontroller Code
/**
* \file MP3Shield_Library_Demo.ino
*
* \brief Example sketch of using the MP3Shield Arduino driver
* \remarks comments are implemented with Doxygen Markdown format
*
* \author Bill Porter
* \author Michael P. Flaga
*
* This sketch listens for commands from a serial terminal (like the Serial
* Monitor in the Arduino IDE). If it sees 1-9 it will try to play an MP3 file
* named track00x.mp3 where x is a number from 1 to 9. For eaxmple, pressing
* 2 will play 'track002.mp3'. A lowe case 's' will stop playing the mp3.
* 'f' will play an MP3 by calling it by it's filename as opposed to a track
* number.
*
* Sketch assumes you have MP3 files with filenames like "track001.mp3",
* "track002.mp3", etc on an SD card loaded into the shield.
*/
#include <SPI.h>
//Add the SdFat Libraries
#include <SdFat.h>
#include <SdFatUtil.h>
//and the MP3 Shield Library
#include <SFEMP3Shield.h>
// Below is not needed if interrupt driven. Safe to remove if not using.
#if defined(USE_MP3_REFILL_MEANS) && USE_MP3_REFILL_MEANS == USE_MP3_Timer1
#include <TimerOne.h>
#elif defined(USE_MP3_REFILL_MEANS) && USE_MP3_REFILL_MEANS == USE_MP3_SimpleTimer
#include <SimpleTimer.h>
#endif
/**
* \brief Object instancing the SdFat library.
*
* principal object for handling all SdCard functions.
*/
SdFat sd;
/**
* \brief Object instancing the SFEMP3Shield library.
*
* principal object for handling all the attributes, members and functions for the library.
*/
SFEMP3Shield MP3player;
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/**
* \brief Setup the Arduino Chip's feature for our use.
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*
* After Arduino's kernel has booted initialize basic features for this
* application, such as Serial port and MP3player objects with .begin.
* Along with displaying the Help Menu.
*
* \note returned Error codes are typically passed up from MP3player.
* Whicn in turns creates and initializes the SdCard objects.
*
* \see
* \ref Error_Codes
*/
void setup() {
uint8_t result; //result code from some function as to be tested at later time.
Serial.begin(115200);
// Serial.print(F("Free RAM = ")); // available in Version 1.0 F() bases the string to into Flash, to use less SRAM.
// Serial.print(FreeRam(), DEC); // FreeRam() is provided by SdFatUtil.h
// Serial.println(F(" Should be a base line of 1095, on ATmega328 when using INTx"));

//Initialize the SdCard.
if(!sd.begin(SD_SEL, SPI_HALF_SPEED)) sd.initErrorHalt();
if(!sd.chdir("/")) sd.errorHalt("sd.chdir");
//Initialize the MP3 Player Shield
result = MP3player.begin();
//check result, see readme for error codes.
if(result != 0) {
// Serial.print(F("Error code: "));
// Serial.print(result);
// Serial.println(F(" when trying to start MP3 player"));
if( result == 6 ) {
//
Serial.println(F("Warning: patch file not found, skipping.")); // can be removed for space, if needed.
//
Serial.println(F("Use the \"d\" command to verify SdCard can be read")); // can be removed for space, if
needed.
}
}
#if (0)
// Typically not used by most shields, hence commented out.
Serial.println(F("Applying ADMixer patch."));
if(MP3player.ADMixerLoad("admxster.053") == 0) {
Serial.println(F("Setting ADMixer Volume."));
MP3player.ADMixerVol(-3);
}
#endif
// help();
}
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//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/**
* \brief Main Loop the Arduino Chip
*
* This is called at the end of Arduino kernel's main loop before recycling.
* And is where the user's serial input of bytes are read and analyzed by
* parsed_menu.
*
* Additionally, if the means of refilling is not interrupt based then the
* MP3player object is serviced with the availaible function.
*
* \note Actual examples of the libraries public functions are implemented in
* the parse_menu() function.
*/
void loop() {
// Below is only needed if not interrupt driven. Safe to remove if not using.
#if defined(USE_MP3_REFILL_MEANS) \
&& ( (USE_MP3_REFILL_MEANS == USE_MP3_SimpleTimer) \
|| (USE_MP3_REFILL_MEANS == USE_MP3_Polled)
)
MP3player.available();
#endif

delay(100);
int configPin = 13;
//Set the sonar Calibration Pin
pinMode(configPin,OUTPUT);
//make Calibration pin output
digitalWrite(configPin,HIGH); //raise the reset pin high
delay(120);

//start of calibration ring

float sensorvalue = analogRead(0); //get analog sensor value from pin 0
float inchvalue = (254.0/1024.0) *2.0* sensorvalue; //convert to inches
//Serial.print("Sensed a-d value:"); //print a-d text
//Serial.println(sensorvalue);

//print a-d value

//Serial.print("Inch value=");

//print inch text

//Serial.println(inchvalue);
//delay(1000);

//print inch value
//optional delay 1 second

digitalWrite(configPin,LOW);
delay(500);

//turn off Calibration ring and sensor

//delay 1 second'

if(inchvalue > 120) {
if(Serial.available()){
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parse_menu(Serial.read()); // get command from serial input
}
}
else {
Serial.print(1);
MP3player.stopTrack();
delay(60000);
//MP3player.vs_init();
}
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/**
* \brief Decode the Menu.
*
* Parses through the characters of the users input, executing corresponding
* MP3player library functions and features then displaying a brief menu and
* prompting for next input command.
*/
void parse_menu(byte key_command) {
uint8_t result; // result code from some function as to be tested at later time.
// Note these buffer may be desired to exist globably.
// but do take much space if only needed temporarily, hence they are here.
char title[30]; // buffer to contain the extract the Title from the current filehandles
char artist[30]; // buffer to contain the extract the artist name from the current filehandles
char album[30]; // buffer to contain the extract the album name from the current filehandles
// Serial.print(F("Received command: "));
// Serial.write(key_command);
//key_command == 1;
// Serial.println(F(" "));
//if s, stop the current track
if(key_command == 's') {
Serial.println(F("Stopping"));
MP3player.stopTrack();
//if 1-9, play corresponding track
} else if(key_command >= '1' && key_command <= '9') {
//convert ascii numbers to real numbers
key_command = key_command - 48;
#if USE_MULTIPLE_CARDS
sd.chvol(); // assign desired sdcard's volume.
#endif
//tell the MP3 Shield to play a track
result = MP3player.playTrack(key_command);
//check result, see readme for error codes.
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if(result != 0) {
Serial.print(F("Error code: "));
Serial.print(result);
Serial.println(F(" when trying to play track"));
} else {
Serial.println(F("Playing:"));
//we can get track info by using the following functions and arguments
//the functions will extract the requested information, and put it in the array we pass in
MP3player.trackTitle((char*)&title);
MP3player.trackArtist((char*)&artist);
MP3player.trackAlbum((char*)&album);
//print out the arrays of track information
Serial.write((byte*)&title, 30);
Serial.println();
Serial.print(F("by: "));
Serial.write((byte*)&artist, 30);
Serial.println();
Serial.print(F("Album: "));
Serial.write((byte*)&album, 30);
Serial.println();
}
//if +/- to change volume
} else if((key_command == '-') || (key_command == '+')) {
union twobyte mp3_vol; // create key_command existing variable that can be both word and double byte of left
and right.
mp3_vol.word = MP3player.getVolume(); // returns a double uint8_t of Left and Right packed into int16_t
if(key_command == '-') { // note dB is negative
// assume equal balance and use byte[1] for math
if(mp3_vol.byte[1] >= 254) { // range check
mp3_vol.byte[1] = 254;
} else {
mp3_vol.byte[1] += 2; // keep it simpler with whole dB's
}
} else {
if(mp3_vol.byte[1] <= 2) { // range check
mp3_vol.byte[1] = 2;
} else {
mp3_vol.byte[1] -= 2;
}
}
// push byte[1] into both left and right assuming equal balance.
MP3player.setVolume(mp3_vol.byte[1], mp3_vol.byte[1]); // commit new volume
Serial.print(F("Volume changed to -"));
Serial.print(mp3_vol.byte[1]>>1, 1);
Serial.println(F("[dB]"));
//if < or > to change Play Speed
} else if((key_command == '>') || (key_command == '<')) {
uint16_t playspeed = MP3player.getPlaySpeed(); // create key_command existing variable
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// note playspeed of Zero is equal to ONE, normal speed.
if(key_command == '>') { // note dB is negative
// assume equal balance and use byte[1] for math
if(playspeed >= 254) { // range check
playspeed = 5;
} else {
playspeed += 1; // keep it simpler with whole dB's
}
} else {
if(playspeed == 0) { // range check
playspeed = 0;
} else {
playspeed -= 1;
}
}
MP3player.setPlaySpeed(playspeed); // commit new playspeed
Serial.print(F("playspeed to "));
Serial.println(playspeed, DEC);
/* Alterativly, you could call a track by it's file name by using playMP3(filename);
But you must stick to 8.1 filenames, only 8 characters long, and 3 for the extension */
} else if(key_command == 'f' || key_command == 'F') {
uint32_t offset = 0;
if (key_command == 'F') {
offset = 2000;
}
//create a string with the filename
char trackName[] = "track001.mp3";
#if USE_MULTIPLE_CARDS
sd.chvol(); // assign desired sdcard's volume.
#endif
//tell the MP3 Shield to play that file
result = MP3player.playMP3(trackName, offset);
//check result, see readme for error codes.
if(result != 0) {
Serial.print(F("Error code: "));
Serial.print(result);
Serial.println(F(" when trying to play track"));
}
/* Display the file on the SdCard */
} else if(key_command == 'd') {
if(!MP3player.isPlaying()) {
// prevent root.ls when playing, something locks the dump. but keeps playing.
// yes, I have tried another unique instance with same results.
// something about SdFat and its 500byte cache.
Serial.println(F("Files found (name date time size):"));
sd.ls(LS_R | LS_DATE | LS_SIZE);
} else {
Serial.println(F("Busy Playing Files, try again later."));
}
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/* Get and Display the Audio Information */
} else if(key_command == 'i') {
MP3player.getAudioInfo();
} else if(key_command == 'p') {
if( MP3player.getState() == playback) {
MP3player.pauseMusic();
Serial.println(F("Pausing"));
} else if( MP3player.getState() == paused_playback) {
MP3player.resumeMusic();
Serial.println(F("Resuming"));
} else {
Serial.println(F("Not Playing!"));
}
} else if(key_command == 'r') {
MP3player.resumeMusic(2000);
} else if(key_command == 'R') {
MP3player.stopTrack();
MP3player.vs_init();
Serial.println(F("Reseting VS10xx chip"));
} else if(key_command == 't') {
int8_t teststate = MP3player.enableTestSineWave(126);
if(teststate == -1) {
Serial.println(F("Un-Available while playing music or chip in reset."));
} else if(teststate == 1) {
Serial.println(F("Enabling Test Sine Wave"));
} else if(teststate == 2) {
MP3player.disableTestSineWave();
Serial.println(F("Disabling Test Sine Wave"));
}
} else if(key_command == 'm') {
uint16_t teststate = MP3player.memoryTest();
if(teststate == -1) {
Serial.println(F("Un-Available while playing music or chip in reset."));
} else if(teststate == 2) {
teststate = MP3player.disableTestSineWave();
Serial.println(F("Un-Available while Sine Wave Test"));
} else {
Serial.print(F("Memory Test Results = "));
Serial.println(teststate, HEX);
Serial.println(F("Result should be 0x83FF."));
Serial.println(F("Reset is needed to recover to normal operation"));
}
} else if(key_command == 'e') {
uint8_t earspeaker = MP3player.getEarSpeaker();
if(earspeaker >= 3){
earspeaker = 0;
} else {
earspeaker++;
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}
MP3player.setEarSpeaker(earspeaker); // commit new earspeaker
Serial.print(F("earspeaker to "));
Serial.println(earspeaker, DEC);
} else if(key_command == 'M') {
uint16_t monostate = MP3player.getMonoMode();
Serial.print(F("Mono Mode "));
if(monostate == 0) {
MP3player.setMonoMode(1);
Serial.println(F("Enabled."));
} else {
MP3player.setMonoMode(0);
Serial.println(F("Disabled."));
}
} else if(key_command == 'g') {
int32_t offset_ms = 20000; // Note this is just an example, try your own number.
Serial.print(F("jumping to "));
Serial.print(offset_ms, DEC);
Serial.println(F("[milliseconds]"));
result = MP3player.skipTo(offset_ms);
if(result != 0) {
Serial.print(F("Error code: "));
Serial.print(result);
Serial.println(F(" when trying to skip track"));
}
} else if(key_command == 'k') {
int32_t offset_ms = -1000; // Note this is just an example, try your own number.
Serial.print(F("moving = "));
Serial.print(offset_ms, DEC);
Serial.println(F("[milliseconds]"));
result = MP3player.skip(offset_ms);
if(result != 0) {
Serial.print(F("Error code: "));
Serial.print(result);
Serial.println(F(" when trying to skip track"));
}
} else if(key_command == 'O') {
MP3player.end();
Serial.println(F("VS10xx placed into low power reset mode."));
} else if(key_command == 'o') {
MP3player.begin();
Serial.println(F("VS10xx restored from low power reset mode."));
} else if(key_command == 'D') {
uint16_t diff_state = MP3player.getDifferentialOutput();
Serial.print(F("Differential Mode "));
if(diff_state == 0) {
MP3player.setDifferentialOutput(1);
Serial.println(F("Enabled."));
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} else {
MP3player.setDifferentialOutput(0);
Serial.println(F("Disabled."));
}
} else if(key_command == 'S') {
Serial.println(F("Current State of VS10xx is."));
Serial.print(F("isPlaying() = "));
Serial.println(MP3player.isPlaying());
Serial.print(F("getState() = "));
switch (MP3player.getState()) {
case uninitialized:
Serial.print(F("uninitialized"));
break;
case initialized:
Serial.print(F("initialized"));
break;
case deactivated:
Serial.print(F("deactivated"));
break;
case loading:
Serial.print(F("loading"));
break;
case ready:
Serial.print(F("ready"));
break;
case playback:
Serial.print(F("playback"));
break;
case paused_playback:
Serial.print(F("paused_playback"));
break;
case testing_memory:
Serial.print(F("testing_memory"));
break;
case testing_sinewave:
Serial.print(F("testing_sinewave"));
break;
}
Serial.println();
} else if(key_command == 'V') {
MP3player.setVUmeter(1);
Serial.print(F("VU meter = "));
Serial.println(MP3player.getVUmeter());
Serial.println(F("Hit Any key to stop."));
while(!Serial.available()) {
union twobyte vu;
vu.word = MP3player.getVUlevel();
Serial.print(F("VU: L = "));
Serial.print(vu.byte[1]);
Serial.print(F(" / R = "));
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Serial.print(vu.byte[0]);
Serial.println(" dB");
delay(1000);
}
Serial.read();
MP3player.setVUmeter(0);
Serial.print(F("VU meter = "));
Serial.println(MP3player.getVUmeter());
} else if(key_command == 'h') {
// help();
}
// print prompt after key stroke has been processed.
// Serial.println(F("Enter 1-9,f,F,s,d,+,-,i,>,<,p,r,R,t,m,M,g,k,h,O,o,D,S,V :"));
}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------/**
* \brief Print Help Menu.
*
* Prints a full menu of the commands available along with descriptions.
*/
//void help() {
// Serial.println(F("Arduino SFEMP3Shield Library Example:"));
//Serial.println(F(" courtesy of Bill Porter & Michael P. Flaga"));
//Serial.println(F("COMMANDS:"));
//Serial.println(F(" [1-9] to play a track"));
//Serial.println(F(" [f] play track001.mp3 by filename example"));
//Serial.println(F(" [F] same as [f] but with initial skip of 2 second"));
//Serial.println(F(" [s] to stop playing"));
//Serial.println(F(" [d] display directory of SdCard"));
//Serial.println(F(" [+ or -] to change volume"));
//Serial.println(F(" [> or <] to increment or decrement play speed by 1 factor"));
// Serial.println(F(" [i] retrieve current audio information (partial list)"));
// Serial.println(F(" [e] increment Spatial EarSpeaker, default is 0, wraps after 4"));
// Serial.println(F(" [p] to pause."));
// Serial.println(F(" [r] resumes play from 2s from begin of file"));
// Serial.println(F(" [R] Resets and initializes VS10xx chip."));
// Serial.println(F(" [t] to toggle sine wave test"));
// Serial.println(F(" [m] perform memory test. reset is needed after to recover."));
//Serial.println(F(" [M] Toggle between Mono and Stereo Output."));
// Serial.println(F(" [g] Skip to a predetermined offset of ms in current track."));
// Serial.println(F(" [k] Skip a predetermined number of ms in current track."));
// Serial.println(F(" [O} turns OFF the VS10xx into low power reset."));
// Serial.println(F(" [o} turns ON the VS10xx out of low power reset."));
// Serial.println(F(" [D] to toggle SM_DIFF between inphase and differential output"));
// Serial.println(F(" [S] Show State of Device."));
// Serial.println(F(" [V] Enable VU meter Test."));
// Serial.println(F(" [h] this help"));
//}
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